safend auditor v3.0
Comprehensive Endpoint V isibilit y

endpoints: what you can't see can hurt you
In the world of security, the unknown is always the greatest threat. In the realm of endpoint
security, this threat is multiplied by thousands  and often tens of thousands - of individual
ports, interfaces, and devices that connect to networks every day.
With an estimated 60% of sensitive corporate data residing on these endpoints (IDC), and
internal IP theft via USB ports alone harming almost 40% of enterprises (Yankee Group) 
today's network administrators and security officers are getting up close and personal with
endpoints.
They're looking for detailed, high-resolution visibility of actual individual endpoint activity ongoing and historical. Because only through an in-depth understanding of what's happening
at the endpoint can security professionals define and enforce endpoint security policies that
are in-line with real-world usage.

safend auditor v3.0: knowledge is power
Safend Auditor gives administrators the power to discover who's connecting what to each and
every corporate PC.
A lightweight, intuitive, clientless software utility, Safend Auditor illuminates enterprise endpoint
blind spots  providing organizations with the visibility necessary to identify and effectively
manage endpoint vulnerabilities.
With Safend Auditor, administrators can differentiate between secure productivity enhancers,
such as authentication tokens, and potential security threats, such as mass-storage MP3
players. Safend Auditor also tracks which WiFi networks employees are connecting to - secure
encrypted networks or exposed public networks. Using data gathered by Safend Auditor,
administrators can map out granular security policies that exactly meet their business needs.

SAFEND AUDITOR V3.0
DELIVERS

Comprehensive visibility
of whos connecting what
to corporate endpoints
Visibility over all USB,
PCMCIA, FireWire and
WiFi ports
Granular record of all
current and past device
connections
Quick ramp-up, zero
overhead, short learning
curve
Simple and powerful
reporting

FREE trial at
www.safend.com

rapid scanning of all network endpoints

SAFEND AUDITOR ADVANTAGES

With no endpoint client installation required, Safend Auditor transparently
and rapidly queries all organizational network endpoints, locating and
documenting all devices that are or have been locally connected.
Safend Auditor checks all USB, PCMCIA, FireWire, and WiFi ports 
granularly identifying endpoint devices connected for each user, both
currently and historically.

simple and easy to use
Administrators simply choose the group of computers to audit,
and view the results immediately
comprehensive coverage
Identifies all USB, FireWire, and PCMCIA devices, and WiFi network
connections
current and historical audits
Reports all devices currently or previously connected to any endpoint
precise device identification
Gathers detailed device information, allowing tailoring of security
policies to exact vulnerabilities
clientless
Runs without endpoint client
low resource consumption
Audits take minutes and do not affect network performance
intuitive output
Audit results presented in easy-to-read HTML or XML report, easily
exportable to MS Excel

easy to understand reports
The results of the Safend Auditor audit are viewable in HTML format,
or as an XML table that is easily exported to Excel or other applications
for additional analysis and review. The report identifies devices by
type, manufacturer, model and serial number, and users according
to their Active Directory definitions.

WHATS NEW IN SAFEND AUDITOR V3.0
WiFi auditing
Discovers to which WiFi networks each endpoint is connected,
along with all relevant parameters such as the access point
MAC address, SSID, and authentication and encryption scheme
enhanced reporting functionality
Additional audit filters allow scanning network for specific device
type or device model, resulting in significant time savings

seamless compatibility
Fully compatible with existing network management or administrative
tools such as Active Directory
endpoint specific audits
Easy auditing of selected endpoints, Active Directory groups,
IP address ranges, or the entire enterprise

endpoint control  integration with safend
protector v3.0
Safend Protector v3.0 is the industry's most comprehensive, secure
and easy-to-use endpoint security solution - controlling ever y
endpoint and ever y device, over ever y net work or interface.
Seamlessly integrated with Safend Protector, Safend Auditor allows
easy transfer of devices discovered in audits to Safend Protectors
whitelist of approved devices.

about safend
Safend is a leading provider of innovative endpoint security solutions that protect against corporate data leakage and penetration via physical
and wireless ports. Safends products, available exclusively through resellers worldwide, are deployed by security-aware government agencies
and multinational enterprises in sectors such as healthcare, finance and technology across the globe. The privately held company, founded in
2003, is headquartered in Tel Aviv with offices in Philadelphia.
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